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I Introduction

The VAPOR CHECK/VAC oxidation systems original design was for the
soil remediation market.  The system design is for the
elimination of VOC emissions, smoke, and odors.

The VAC oxidation units are pre-engineered for six (6) standard
flow rates ranging from 100 SCFM to 1500 SCFM.  ThermTech
engineers and manufactures custom systems up to 30,000 SCFM.  All
thermal oxidation equipment is convertible to catalytic operation
(low concentrations) with the addition of precious metal catalyst
modules.  Vapor extraction systems, heat exchangers, analytical
monitors, recorders, telemetry, and other optional equipment
utilized will maximize performance and operability of each unit,
whether the unit is skid (fixed) or trailer mounted (mobile).

The standard VAC system operates thermally, raising the process
temperature to 1410F, and retaining the heated vapors for a
minimum of 1.0 second to insure proper destruction efficiency
before exhausting them to the atmosphere.

The process enters the burner chamber through a mechanical
diffuser/turbulence generator.  This device insures instant
exposure to the internal oxidizer temperature and development of
proper turbulence for thorough mixing.  The process vapors are
retained in the burner chamber for one (1.0) second (twice the
EPA recommended one-half (0.5) second) to insure maximum
destruction efficiency.

The utilities and field erection, wiring, and interconnect piping
are the responsibility of others.
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II Quality Control

Quality control measures through all phases of design,
engineering, fabrication, assembly, and testing conducted assure
maximum operational time thus resulting in minimal maintenance or
down time.

ThermTech, Inc. personnel inspect all systems for operational and
maintenance accessibility.

The burner system consists of high quality components with proven
compatibility. The free substitution of parts to minimize
manufacturing cost is not policy.  ThermTech encourages the
practice of replacing defective parts with the same.  The Vapor
Check system incorporates several components designed to
interface with one another for effective and safe operation.

The steel is new and the ceramic fiber insulation is top quality,
2300F ceramic fiber anchored with 310 stainless steel anchors.

ThermTech, Inc. control panels can be U.L. Listed as an upgrade
option.  Our panels meet or exceed U.L. 508A Industrial Control
Panel specifications.  All control panels are built to U.L. type
4 environmental standards as a minimum.

All systems are functionally tested and thoroughly inspected
prior to shipment.  This time consuming process insures proper
operation in the field.  Inspection and test documents are
enclosed in Appendix A for review.

The procedure documented above insures the Vapor Check system
will be operational after field installation is complete.
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III General Equipment Specification

VAC10

GENERAL DATA
* process capacity 100 SCFM
* fuel gas supply 240,000 Btu/hr @ 5 psig
* burner capacity 500,000 Btu/hr
* burner turndown ratio 20 to 1
* combustion blower motor size 1½ HP
* combustion chamber volume 11.25 ft3

* stack cross section 1 ft2

* skid dimensions 49" x 123"
* velocity through 4" process inlet
@  50 SCFM from process  9.5 ft/sec
@ 100 SCFM from process 19.1 ft/sec

THERMAL DATA
* combustion air flow at

240,000 Btu/hr input (10% excess air) 44 SCFM
* estimated total exhaust flow rate

@ 1400F 504 ACFM
* burner chamber volume required for 0.5
  second retention time @ 1400F 4.2 ft3

* burner chamber volume required for 1.0
  second retention time @ 1500F 6.4 ft3

* estimated stack velocity @ 1400F
@  50 SCFM from process 4.2 ft/sec
@ 100 SCFM from process 8.4 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit only 1850 lbs

CATALYTIC DATA
* estimated combustion air flow at
  process capacity 14 SCFM
* estimated exhaust flow rate @ 600F 228 ACFM
* catalyst volume for 95% DRE 0.27 ft3

* minimum catalyst inlet temperature 600F
* minimum catalyst effluent temperature 750F
* maximum catalyst effluent temperature 1250F
* maximum VOC concentrations 25% of the LEL
* estimated stack velocity @ 600F
@  50 SCFM from process 1.9 ft/sec
@ 100 SCFM from process 3.8 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit
  plus catalytic module (95% destruction) 1915 lbs

* The above data is typical design criteria.  For specific job/unit
specifications, contact ThermTech, Inc.
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VAC25

GENERAL DATA
* process capacity 250 SCFM
* fuel gas supply 0.6 mmBtu/hr @ 5 psig
* burner capacity 0.75 mmBtu/hr
* burner turndown ratio 20 to 1
* combustion blower motor size 1½ HP
* combustion chamber volume 25.31 ft3

* stack cross section 1 ft2

* skid dimensions 58" x 136"
* velocity through 4" process inlet
@ 125 SCFM from process 23.8 ft/sec
@ 250 SCFM from process 47.5 ft/sec

THERMAL DATA
* combustion air flow at

0.6 mmBtu/hr input (10% excess air) 110 SCFM
* estimated total exhaust flow rate
  @ 1400F 1260 ACFM
* burner chamber volume required for 0.5
  second retention time @ 1400F 10.5 ft3

* burner chamber volume required for 1.0
  second retention time @ 1500F 16.1 ft3

* estimated stack velocity @ 1400F
@ 125 SCFM from process 10.5 ft/sec
@ 250 SCFM from process 21.0 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit only 2200 lbs

CATALYTIC DATA
* estimated combustion air flow at
  process capacity 31 SCFM
* estimated exhaust flow rate @ 600F 562 ACFM
* catalyst volume for 95% DRE 0.54 ft3

* minimum catalyst inlet temperature 600F
* minimum catalyst effluent temperature 750F
* maximum catalyst effluent temperature 1250F
* maximum VOC concentrations 25% of the LEL
* estimated stack velocity @ 600F
@ 125 SCFM from process 4.7 ft/sec
@ 250 SCFM from process 9.4 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit
  plus catalytic module (95% destruction) 2315 lbs

* The above data is typical design criteria.  For specific job/unit
specifications, contact ThermTech, Inc.
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VAC50

GENERAL DATA
* process capacity 500 SCFM
* fuel gas supply 1.2 mmBtu/hr @ 5 psig
* burner capacity 1.5 mmBtu/hr
* burner turndown ratio 20 to 1
* combustion blower motor size 2 HP
* combustion chamber volume 45 ft3

* stack cross section 1 ft2

* skid dimensions 67" x 136"
* velocity through 4" process inlet
@ 250 SCFM from process 47.7 ft/sec
@ 500 SCFM from process 95.5 ft/sec

THERMAL DATA
* combustion air flow at

1.2 mmBtu/hr input (10% excess air) 220 SCFM
* estimated total exhaust flow rate
  @ 1400F 2520 ACFM
* burner chamber volume required for 0.5
  second retention time @ 1400F 21.0 ft3

* burner chamber volume required for 1.0
  second retention time @ 1500F 32.0 ft3

* estimated stack velocity @ 1400F
@ 250 SCFM from process 21.0 ft/sec
@ 500 SCFM from process 42.0 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit only 2500 lbs

CATALYTIC DATA
* estimated combustion air flow at
  process capacity 64 SCFM
* estimated exhaust flow rate @ 600F 1122 ACFM
* catalyst volume for 95% DRE 0.81 ft3

* minimum catalyst inlet temperature 600F
* minimum catalyst effluent temperature 750F
* maximum catalyst effluent temperature 1250F
* maximum VOC concentrations 25% of the LEL
* estimated stack velocity @ 600F
@ 250 SCFM from process 9.4 ft/sec
@ 500 SCFM from process 18.7 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit
  plus catalytic module (95% destruction) 2700 lbs

* The above data is typical design criteria.  For specific job/unit
specifications, contact ThermTech, Inc.
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VAC75

GENERAL DATA
* process capacity 750 SCFM
* fuel gas supply 1.8 mmBtu/hr @ 5 psig
* burner capacity 2.0 mmBtu/hr
* burner turndown ratio 20 to 1
* combustion blower motor size 3 HP
* combustion chamber volume 73.5 ft3

* stack cross section 2 ft2

* skid dimensions 77" x 144"
* velocity through 6" process inlet
@ 375 SCFM from process 31.9 ft/sec
@ 750 SCFM from process 63.7 ft/sec

THERMAL DATA
* combustion air flow at
  1.8 mmBtu/hr input (10% excess air) 330 SCFM
* estimated total exhaust flow rate
  @ 1400F 3780 ACFM
* burner chamber volume required for 0.5
  second retention time @ 1400F 31.5 ft3

* burner chamber volume required for 1.0
  second retention time @ 1500F 48.3 ft3

* estimated stack velocity @ 1400F
@ 375 SCFM from process 15.8 ft/sec
@ 750 SCFM from process 31.5 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit only 3000 lbs

CATALYTIC DATA
* estimated combustion air flow at
  process capacity 100 SCFM
* estimated exhaust flow rate @ 600F 1700 ACFM
* catalyst volume for 95% DRE 0.92 ft3

* minimum catalyst inlet temperature 600F
* minimum catalyst effluent temperature 750F
* maximum catalyst effluent temperature 1250F
* maximum VOC concentrations 25% of the LEL
* estimated stack velocity @ 600F
@ 375 SCFM from process 7.1 ft/sec
@ 750 SCFM from process 14.2 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit
  plus catalytic module (95% destruction) 3230 lbs

* The above data is typical design criteria.  For specific job/unit
specifications, contact ThermTech, Inc.
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VAC100

GENERAL DATA
* process capacity 1000 SCFM
* fuel gas supply 2.4 mmBtu/hr @ 5 psig
* burner capacity 3.0 mmBtu/hr
* burner turndown ratio 20 to 1
* combustion blower motor size 5 HP
* combustion chamber volume 80.0 ft3

* stack cross section 3.5 ft2

* skid dimensions 79" x 154"
* velocity through 6" process inlet
@ 500 SCFM from process 42.4 ft/sec
@ 1000 SCFM from process 84.8 ft/sec

THERMAL DATA
* combustion air flow at
  2.4 mmBtu/hr input (10% excess air) 440 SCFM
* estimated total exhaust flow rate
  @ 1400F 5040 ACFM
* burner chamber volume required for 0.5
  second retention time @ 1400F 42 ft3

* burner chamber volume required for 1.0
  second retention time @ 1500F 65 ft3

* estimated stack velocity @ 1400F
@ 500 SCFM from process 12.0 ft/sec
@ 1000 SCFM from process 24.0 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit only 3700 lbs

CATALYTIC DATA
* estimated combustion air flow at
  process capacity 122 SCFM
* estimated exhaust flow rate @ 600F 2244 ACFM
* catalyst volume for 95% DRE 1.29 ft3

* minimum catalyst inlet temperature 600F
* minimum catalyst effluent temperature 750F
* maximum catalyst effluent temperature 1250F
* maximum VOC concentrations 25% of the LEL
* estimated stack velocity @ 600F
@ 500 SCFM from process 5.9 ft/sec
@ 1000 SCFM from process 10.7 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit
  plus catalytic module (95% destruction) 3925 lbs

* The above data is typical design criteria.  For specific job/unit
specifications, contact ThermTech, Inc.
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VAC150

GENERAL DATA
* process capacity 1500 SCFM
* fuel gas supply 3.6 mmBtu/hr @ 5 psig
* burner capacity 5.0 mmBtu/hr
* burner turndown ratio 20 to 1
* combustion blower motor size 5 HP
* combustion chamber volume 128 ft3

* stack cross section 3.5 ft2

* skid dimensions 79" x 193"
* velocity through 8" process inlet
@ 750 SCFM from process 36.0 ft/sec
@ 1500 SCFM from process 72.0 ft/sec

THERMAL DATA
* combustion air flow at
  3.6 mmBtu/hr input (10% excess air) 660 SCFM
* estimated total exhaust flow rate
  @ 1400F 7560 ACFM
* burner chamber volume required for 0.5
  second retention time @ 1400F 63 ft3

* burner chamber volume required for 1.0
  second retention time @ 1500F 97 ft3

* estimated stack velocity @ 1400F
@ 750 SCFM from process 18.0 ft/sec
@ 1500 SCFM from process 36.0 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit only 4100 lbs

CATALYTIC DATA
* estimated combustion air flow at
  process capacity 202 SCFM
* estimated exhaust flow rate @ 600F 3404 ACFM
* catalyst volume for 95% DRE 1.92 ft3

* minimum catalyst inlet temperature 600F
* minimum catalyst effluent temperature 750F
* maximum catalyst effluent temperature 1250F
* maximum VOC concentrations 25% of the LEL
* estimated stack velocity @ 600F
@ 750 SCFM from process 8.1 ft/sec
@ 1500 SCFM from process 16.2 ft/sec
* estimated weight, thermal unit
  plus catalytic module (95% destruction) 4325 lbs

* The above data is typical design criteria. For specific job/unit
specifications, contact ThermTech, Inc.
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IV Handling, Installation, and Storage

A. Handling

Upon delivery of the unit, inspect the unit fully. If damage has
occurred during shipment, make note of damaged components on the
receiving slip.  This procedure will financially protect both
yourself and ThermTech against shipping damage.  Prior to
accepting/signing the receiving slip, review the packing list and
verify all components have been received.  An acceptable practice
is to sign the receiving slip OK pending further investigation.
Notify ThermTech immediately in the unlikely event of damaged or
missing components.

The equipment can be unloaded with a fork truck or crane.  The
forks of the forklift must span under the entire skid to prevent
damage to the system.  Lifting lugs provided are for lifting with
a crane.  The use of spreader bars is required to prevent damage.

B. General Installation

The base oxidizer requires integrating with a vapor extraction
system such as a SVE system.  An oxidizer with a vapor extraction
system may be utilized as a stand-alone piece of equipment or
interface with other process equipment.  There are several field
installations and connections required prior to starting the
unit.

1. Level, stabilize, and anchor the skid in place to meet all
local codes.  For systems purchased with the trailer option,
use the four (4) jack stands and one (1) jack supplied to
stabilize the trailer.

2. The stack section(s) need installed.  The stack sections for
VAC10, VAC25, and VAC50 are bi-directional.  The VAC75,
VAC100, and VAC150 stacks may be one-direction. Determine
the flow direction of a one-direction stack by inspecting
the insulation. If the insulation is installed in a shingle
lap configuration, then the flow direction is in the same
direction as the lap.  If the insulation is installed with
butt joints, then install the stack with the SS test tube
pointing down.

Insure the ceramic fiber insulation at the each end of the
stack section(s) and snub stack is extending approximately
¼” out past the flanges. Raise the stack section, rotate
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the stack to align the removable sides, and position in
place above the snub stack. While aligning the flange bolt
holes, gradually lower the stack.  The compression of the
insulation extending from the flanges will create the seal
required. While self-supporting, the stack should be guy
wired to eliminate the possibility of the unit over turning
or the skid moving during adverse environmental conditions,
i.e. high winds.  It is recommended that turnbuckles be
incorporated in the guy lines for adequate adjustment.
Contact ThermTech for installation recommendations and
guidelines for stack extensions over 10 ft.

3. The fuel gas supply attaches to the inlet orifice of the
fuel gas train.  Refer to the P&ID, section XII, for the
fuel gas requirements.

Verify the proper fuel gas orifice plate (FE107) is
installed for the selected fuel gas.  Refer to the burner
manual, section XIV, for installation instructions.

4. The supply power connects to the system disconnect. Refer
to the electrical drawings, section XII, for the power
requirements.  ThermTech requests that only qualified
personnel complete this task as electrical shock could
result.

5. To properly integrate the oxidizer skid with other
equipment, refer to the electrical drawings, section XII,
for details on the interconnecting signal field wiring.
ThermTech requests that only qualified personnel complete
this task as electrical shock could result.

6. Review the entire system.  Larger systems may have required
the combustion air blower inlet pipe spool and filter to be
removed for shipment.  The packing list will detail the pipe
spool, filter, and hardware if field installation is
required.

7. The process pipe connects to the inlet flange.  Refer to the
general arrangement drawing, section XII, for location and
size.

8. A storage vessel (supplied by others) is required to be
interconnected with the KO pot drain pipe, if applicable.

9. If the oxidizer is a base unit, the high temperature
dilution air valve, supplied by ThermTech, Inc., must be
installed.  Install the valve on the inlet side of the
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process blower (by others) on a tee or lateral to ambient
air.  A filter/silencer (supplied by others) installed on
the inlet to valve is recommended.

C. Storage

Protection of the system from elements of nature entering the
system during storage is mandatory.  Various component
manufacturers require special procedures during storage to
prevent damage, i.e. PD blowers, motors.  Please review those
manuals as applicable.  The following is a minimum requirement
for storage.

1. All open flanged pipe connections should be covered with a
blind flange or equal and secured.

2. All threaded pipe connections should be plugged.

3. All electrical enclosures should have openings plugged and
desiccant packages inserted in the interior of the
enclosures, panels, and components, to minimize the
possibility of condensation.

4. All stack openings should be covered with plywood or equal
and secured.

5. Refer to blower and motor manuals for manufacturer
requirements for storage, i.e. rotation requirements,
winterizing.
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V General Equipment Description

A. Thermal/Catalytic Oxidizer

1. Oxidizer

The oxidizer design is to destroy hydrocarbons with minimal
operational personnel and utility usage.

The base oxidizer includes a control panel, chamber, exhaust
stack, burner system, high temperature dilution air valve, and
instrumentation for proper and safe operation.  The high
temperature dilution air valve is supplied by ThermTech, Inc. and
installed by others.  It must be installed in the pipe spool at
the inlet of the process blower plumbed to atmosphere.  Refer to
the drawings in section XII for further details.

Thermal oxidation requires the process gas vapors to be held at
an elevated temperature for a minimum amount of time. Normally
the operating temperature of 1410ºF and one (1) second retention
will insure proper destruction efficiency.

Once the system is turned on and running, the controls will
automatically increase the oxidizer temperature from ambient to
the operating temperature of 1410ºF.  The fuel gas burner system
is a proportional control design, which means the combustion air
flow is modulated by the temperature controller, which
pneumatically controls the volume of fuel gas.  Simply put, an
increase of combustion air volume will increase the pressure in
the pipe, increasing the pneumatic pressure to the fuel gas ratio
regulator, increasing the fuel gas flow rate, and visa versa for
a decrease.  The ratio regulator is a diaphragm control valve.
The burner system will maintain the proper temperature
independent of process controls.

The system incorporates a number of safety interlocks.  Refer to
Safety Shutdowns Section X for further details.

Hydrocarbon laden process is fed to the skid via a process
blower, supplied by others with a base unit oxidizer.  The vapors
then enter or bypass the heat exchanger (if applicable) depending
upon hydrocarbon concentration (description below).  Prior to
entering the oxidation chamber, an inline flame arrester
incorporated is to prevent a flashback from the chamber into the
process piping.

The process enters the oxidizer chamber where the vapors
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thoroughly mix and heat to operating temperature. The hot gases
then exit the chamber into the snub stack and pass through the
heat exchanger (if applicable) prior to being expelled to the
atmosphere.

Catalytic operation (if applicable) will have a significantly
lower operating temperature and the oxidizer chamber is used as a
preheat device. The catalyst modules are installed in the snub
stack before the heat exchanger.

2. Heat Exchanger (if applicable)

The heat exchanger shipped installed with all interconnecting
piping in place.  A bypass valve arrangement incorporated, helps
minimize fuel gas consumption.

VALVE 1: A manual valve inline to the heat exchanger inlet.
This valve is set so the maximum closure is approximately 90%.
This is to allow enough flow through the inlet transition and
expansion joint to dissipate heat, which could result in scored
paint or damage to the expansion joint.

VALVE 2: The valve connecting the inlet and outlet piping of the
heat exchanger.

The advantage of bypassing the heat exchanger is to maximize
hydrocarbon input to the oxidizer.  If VOC concentrations are
high, the operator would bypass the heat exchanger and put as
much as 80% of the LEL into the oxidizer, if local codes or
regulations permit.  As the concentrations decrease, flow rate
through the heat exchanger would need to increase.

B. Vapor Extraction System (if applicable)

The hydrocarbon vapors pulled from the process utilizing a vacuum
blower enter the system and pass through a moisture separator or
knock out pot.  The separator design is to remove 99% of the
entrained liquids and particulate matter from the process.

A manual dilution air valve and an automatic dilution air valve
(if applicable) are located on the inlet of the separator. The
two valves allow dilution of extremely high concentrated vapor
streams.  This dilution process is necessary to properly maintain
the operating temperature of the oxidizer and minimize high
temperature shutdowns.
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A process block valve (if applicable) installed at the discharge
of the knock out pot is used to shut off the flow of process to
the oxidizer should a system safety shut down occur.  The
motorized high temperature dilution air valve, located between
the process block valve and the process blower, allows ambient
air into the system below operating temperature and in the event
of a high temperature shut down, it will open to purge the
oxidizer with fresh air.

A manual flow control valve is installed upstream of the process
blower after the high temperature dilution air valve to provide
primary flow control to the oxidizer. A blower recirculation
valve (if applicable) is utilized as a secondary flow control
device to fine tune flow control because soil composition and
porosity vary.

Several indicators installed are used to monitor the process
through the VES, i.e. process gas temperature, total flow to
oxidizer, process vacuum, total flow pressure (if applicable),
dilution air flow rate (if applicable) and differential pressure
across KO pot (if applicable).

C. Process Booster Blower System (if applicable)

A process booster blower system is similar to the VES with a
lower pressure capacity.  The booster blower system design is to
simply boost the process flow through the oxidizer, pipe,
catalyst, heat exchanger, etc if the process or vacuum blower
does not have the capacity.

A manual dilution air valve and a high temperature dilution air/
automatic dilution air valve are located on the inlet side of the
booster blower.  The two valves allow dilution of extremely high
concentrated vapor streams.  This dilution process is necessary
to properly maintain the operating temperature of the oxidizer
and minimize high temperature shutdowns. The automatic dilution
air option performs better on the low vacuum of a booster blower
rather than the higher vacuum of a SVE system.

The high temperature dilution air/automatic dilution air valve is
open below operating temperature allowing ambient air into the
system and in the event of an oxidizer high temperature shut
down, it will open to purge the oxidizer with fresh air.

A manual process flow control valve installed at the process
inlet flange to the skid is used to induce a slight back pressure
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on the process blower.

A manual flow control valve is installed upstream of the process
blower to provide flow control of the process/dilution air so the
total flow to the oxidizer does not exceed its capacity.

The manual flow control valve, manual process flow control valve,
and manual dilution air valve are adjusted to maintain a vacuum
on the header between the three valves.  The vacuum insures the
process will drawn into the blower and not migrate out to
atmosphere through the automatic dilution air valve while it is
modulating or through the manual dilution air valve should it be
open some.  The vacuum also insures dilution air will be drawn in
if the oxidizer temperature is rising due to increasing
concentrations in the process.

Several indicators installed are used to monitor the process
through the booster blower system, i.e. process gas temperature,
total flow to oxidizer, process pressure, vacuum on the header
between the three valves, dilution air flow rate (if applicable).
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VI Operation

A. Oxidizer, base

Note: The ThermTech VAC unit will operate on either natural
gas or propane. Verify the proper fuel gas orifice
plate (FE107) is installed for the selected fuel gas
before operating.  Review Section VI, C for proper
adjustments for the selected fuel gas.  The propane
used must be free of propylene to insure proper
destructive efficiency.

1. Turn main power on to the control panel via the system
disconnect.

2. Reset the emergency stop push button (PB1).  The combustion
air blower (B-1003) will turn on.

3. Reset alarms via the push button (PB2) on the control panel.

4. Turn the oxidizer on/off selector switch (SS1) to on and the
burner run/low fire switch (SS2) to low fire.

A timed air purge of the combustion chamber is initiated.
The temperature control valve (TCV202) will drive open
allowing maximum combustion air flow.  The timed pre-
ignition air purge (via T2 and BY502) allows for a minimum
of six (6) volume changes of the chamber.

Once T2 times out and TCV202 moves to low fire, the fuel gas
shutoff valves (XV104 and XV105) will energize (open) and
the ignition sequence will start.

The flame safeguard (BY502) will prove flame.  If flame or
ignition is not proven, the system will shut down on flame
failure.

5. Assuming flame is proven, let the system set idle to
stabilize.  The flame intensity is displayed on the dc
voltmeter on the door of the control panel.  The temperature
will rise, turning on the process blower when the operating
temperature reaches 140°F.  The system will then prove
process flow (PSL310) or shut down.  Adjust the process flow
so to not exceed the oxidizer capacity.

Once the system has stabilized, turn the run/low fire switch
(SS2) to the run. The temperature controller (TIC503A)
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incorporates a set point ramp. The set point ramp program
will raise the temperature set point from 200F to set point
2 at a rate of 60F a minute. The burner system will
modulate flame intensity as required to follow that ramp.
Once the temperature reaches set point 2, the burner system
will continue to modulate to maintain set point 2.

The set point ramp serves two purposes.  The first being a
controlled rise of the temperature. The second is
protection for the heat exchanger (if applicable) minimizing
the thermal shock. See Section VIII for additional details
regarding the Heat Exchanger heat up rate.

6. As the oxidizer reaches alarm 2 set point of the temperature
controller, the high temperature dilution air valve will
close allowing a vacuum to be applied to the process.  Refer
to the Vapor Extraction Sections for proper procedures to
introduce process and adjust dilution air flow rate.

Note: If this sequence is not followed, the oxidizer will
either shut down or not proceed any further.  Pilot
lights provided on the control panel indicate system
status.

7. Oxidizer Components

a. Combustion Chamber/Snub Stack (O-1005)

The chamber is the rectangle box shape.  The snub stack is
the interconnected stack at the end of the chamber opposite
the burner.

b. Catalyst Module (C-1008), (if applicable)

The catalyst module is located in the snub stack between the
thermocouples.  There is an access cover on the end of the
snub stack.  Behind this access cover is where the catalyst
and support trays are installed.

c. Burner (B-1004)

The burner, located in the chamber end opposite the snub
stack, is a nozzle-mix type burner.  Surfaces are likely to
be hot, always wear protective clothing when approaching the
burner.
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d. Flame Monitoring Control System (BY502)

This device, located in the control panel, manages the
start-up (ignition) sequence, burner safety shut downs, and
monitors the burner flame.

e. Flame Sensor (BE502)

Ultraviolet (UV) scanner for monitoring the flame is located
on the burner.

f. Ignition Transformer and Ignition Element

Located in the control panel, the ignition transformer
generates a low current 6000 volt power to the ignition
element to ignite the flame in the burner. The transformer
energizes only during the trial for ignition sequence. The
ignition element, located in the burner, is the spark plug
looking device.

g. Thermocouple (TE503/504)

The thermocouples are duel element type K temperature
sensors and are located in the snub stack.

h. Temperature Controller (TIC503A)

A digital indicating controller, located on the control
panel, which modulates the temperature control valve TCV202
based on the temperature signal from the thermocouple TE503.
 The controller alarms incorporated, turn on and off the
process blower, and open and close the high temperature
dilution air valve.

i. Oxidizer High Temperature Limit Controller (TISH504A)

A digital indicating limit controller, located on the
control panel, which will initiate an oxidizer high
temperature shut down based on the temperature signal from
the thermocouple TE504 should the temperature exceeds the
set point.

j. Process Flow Pressure Switch (PSL310)

A pressure switch, located on the burner end of the chamber,
which measures the velocity pressure of the process between
the flame arrestor and chamber.  If the velocity pressure
drops below the set point, it will initiate an oxidizer shut
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down.  The sensing tube is shaped similar to a pitot tube
and points upstream.

k. Catalyst High Differential Pressure Switch (PDSH507), (if
applicable)

A pressure switch, located on the side of the snub stack,
measures the differential pressure between the inlet and
outlet of the catalyst.  Increasing pressure above set point
will initiate a process blower shut down of the oxidizer.

l. Flame Arrestor

The flame arrestor, located above the burner on the process
inlet nozzle, prevents flame propagation from the oxidizer
chamber back into the process.

m. Ball Valve (BV-1)

The two ball valves in the fuel gas train.  One is located
at the inlet of the fuel gas train and the other is located
before the burner.  The valves are either a 1” or 1½” size.
 These valves shut off the fuel gas for leak check of the
fuel gas train, maintenance, and storage.

n. Y-strainer (STR-1)

The Y-strainer, installed after the inlet ball valve,
removes contaminants, which may cause damage to the
instruments of the fuel gas train.

o. Fuel Gas Shutoff Valves (XV104 & XV105)

The two shutoff valves are FM approved and UL Listed for
fuel gas service.  These valves shutoff the fuel gas supply
in the event of a system safety shut down. The valves are
two normally closed automatic shutoff valves in one housing.
 The second valve, XV105, incorporates the proof of closure
to the flame management system, which is a permissive
required prior to initiation of the ignition sequence.

p. Ratio Regulator (FCV108)

The ratio regulator, located in the fuel gas train after
XV105, is a diaphragm valve used to proportion the fuel gas
to the combustion air.  The ratio regulator controls fuel
gas flow proportionally based on the pneumatic signal from
the combustion air pressure through an impulse line, which
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connects into the top of the regulator.  Increasing
combustion air flow increases the air line pressure, which
causes the ratio regulator valve to open increasing the fuel
gas flow. Visa-versa for decreasing flow rates and
pressure.

q. Manual Butterfly Valves (BF-4)

There are two manual butterfly valves.  These valves balance
the combustion air and fuel gas flows.  The combustion air
valve is located upstream of the burner and the fuel gas
valve is located downstream of the ratio regulator.  These
valves limit the volume of air and fuel gas at the maximum
firing rate of the burner system.

r. Pressure Switches (PSL103, PSH106, PSL201)

Pressure switch PSL103 is the low fuel gas pressure switch.
 Pressure dropping below the set point will initiate a shut
down.  Pressure switch PSH106 is the high fuel gas pressure
switch.  Pressure rising above the set point will initiate a
shut down.  PSL103 and PSH106 are located on the side of the
combustion chamber above the fuel gas train.  Pressure
switch PSL201 is the low combustion air pressure switch.
Pressure dropping below the set point will initiate a shut
down.  PSL201 is located on the burner end of the chamber.

s. Combustion Air Blower (B-1003)

The pressure blower is located on top of the chamber and
supplies air to the burner for combustion of the fuel gas.

t. Temperature Control Valve (TCV202)

This valve and actuator, located on the discharge of the
combustion air blower, modulates the combustion air flow.
The electric actuator receives a control signal from the
temperature controller TIC503A, which modulates the valve
through the linkage.

u. Metering Orifices (FE107 & FE501)

Two metering orifice plates, located on the burner, are used
to measure the flow of their respective gas.  FE107 measure
fuel gas flow and FE501 measures combustion air flow.

v. Magnehelics (PDI107, PDI501, PI109)
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PDI107, located adjacent to the burner, measures the
differential pressure across the fuel gas metering orifice
FE107. The measurement, when applied to the fuel gas chart
on the burner data sheet, determines the flow rate or Btu/hr
input.

PDI501, located adjacent to the burner, measures the
differential pressure across the combustion air metering
orifice FE501. The measurement, when applied to the
combustion air chart on the burner data sheet, determines
the flow rate or Btu/hr input.

PI109, located under or adjacent to the control panel,
measures fuel gas pressure and impulse pressure to the ratio
regulator depending on the position of BV-6.

w. 3-way Valve (BV-6)

The 3-way valve, located adjacent to PI109, directs the
appropriate media to PI109 for measurement.

B. Vapor Extraction (SVE) System

The operation of the base oxidizer remains the same as previously
described.  The SVE system incorporates additional safety and
control features.

1. Right after turning the oxidizer run/low fire switch to run,
close the process manual flow control valve (if applicable)
between the knock out pot and the process flange and open
the manual dilution air valve 100%.

2. The coil in the process block valve (XV304) (if applicable)
is energized.  The technician must reset (open) XV304 before
the high temperature dilution air valve (TCV600) closes.
Reminder, TCV600 closes when the temperature reaches the set
point of alarm 2 of the temperature controller (TIC503A).

3. Once at operating temperature and after the high temperature
dilution air valve closes, gradually open the manual process
flow control valve between the knock out pot and the process
flange, monitoring the temperature on the high temperature
limit controller (TISH504A) to insure excessive amounts of
hydrocarbon do not enter the system.  Excessive amounts of
hydrocarbons will cause an increase in temperature.  Too
excessive will raise the temperature above the set point of
the high temperature limit controller causing a shut down.
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After the process flow control valve is fully open,
gradually close the manual dilution air valve while
monitoring the temperature on the high temperature limit
controller (TISH504A). Adjustment of these valves applies
vacuum to the process and increases the amount hydrocarbons
pulled into the system.  The total flow (PDI309) to the
oxidizer must not exceed the capacity of the oxidizer.
Adjust as required.

NOTE: As hydrocarbon concentrations increase in the process,
the temperature will rise and at the set point of the
high temperature limit controller, the system will shut
down and the startup procedure will have to be
repeated.

4. If an automatic dilution air valve (TCV400) is included,
continue to gradually close the manual dilution air valve
until TCV400 starts to modulate. The set point of the
automatic dilution air controller is approximately 50
degrees below the set point of the high temperature limit
controller. Let the oxidizer stand idle for a minute or two
to stabilize. Continue repeating the above step gradually
closing the manual dilution air valve until TCV400 starts to
modulate and let the system stabilize until it is closed
100%.  If the automatic dilution air valve opens 100% and
the temperature continues to rise, stop closing the manual
dilution air valve or open it some if it is closed. The
goal is to have the process valve open, the manual dilution
air valve closed as much as possible, and the automatic
dilution air valve modulating to maintain a temperature
above the temperature controller set point so the burner is
operating at low fire with minimal input/fuel gas
consumption.

5. SVE components

a. Flow Control Valve (BF-1)

There are three flow control valves.  These valves are
manual butterfly valves.

Process flow control valve located in line between KO pot
(V-1001) and process flange, controls flow from the process.
 This valve is a component of an upgrade option and may not
be included.

Manual dilution air valve, located on the inlet side of the
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KO pot (V-1001) plumbed to atmosphere, allows dilution air
into the system and controls the amount of vacuum applied to
the process.

Total flow control valve, located on the inlet side of the
process blower between the high temperature dilution air
valve and vacuum relief valve, controls total flow to the
oxidizer during the heat-up cycle and helps control the
vacuum being applied on the process.

b. Automatic Dilution Air Valve (TCV400) (if applicable)

An automatic modulating valve and actuator used to control
temperature via controlling the flow of dilution air.
TCV400 modulates via a 4-20mA signal from the automatic
dilution air temperature controller (TIC504B) measuring
temperature at TE504.  This valve is an upgrade option and
may not be included.

c. Moisture separator (V-1001)

The moisture separator removes liquid and particulate from
the process. The heat tracing and insulation (if
applicable), prevents the liquid from freezing. The high
liquid level switch (LSHH303) will shut down the system
should the liquid exceed this level. An automatic drain
system is an upgrade option.  If included, the level
switches LSH303 and LSL303 will control the transfer pump
operation to maintain proper operating levels in the
knockout pot.  A container, supplied by others, is required
for temporary storage of liquids discharged.  These liquids
may be classified a hazardous waste, dispose of properly.

NOTE: If the high liquid level switch (LSHH303) fails to
operate and the separator V-1001 fills with liquid,
liquid could be drawn through the vapor extraction
system and blown into the combustion chamber. The
liquid will plug the process flow switch (PSL310)
sensing tube. With the line plugged, PSL310 will fail
to sense the process flow pressure and the system will
shut down on process blower failure.

If there is proof the liquid is clean water and it
reaches the combustion chamber, it will evaporate if
the oxidizer is at operating temperature or as the
combustion chamber is brought up to operating
temperature.  The liquid should not damage the ceramic
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fiber insulation due to the high porosity of the fiber.
It is extremely resilient to thermal shock.

If raw product is drawn up from the wells, liquid raw
product should not reach the combustion chamber.  As
this liquid moves to the surface, the less dense vapors
will precede the liquid. These vapors are hydrocarbons
stripped from the raw product.  The hydrocarbon
increase will cause the combustion chamber temperature
to rise, possibly exceeding the oxidizer high
temperature limits and shut down.  As with all
ThermTech system safety shut downs, the fuel gas valves
close, the high temperature dilution air valve opens,
and if applicable, the process block valve will close
eliminating the process, knock out pot, and all sources
of fuel from the process.  As with any safety shut
down, the system is purged for thirty minutes using
both the process and combustion blowers.  This purge
completes a combustion chamber volume change
approximately every second or 1800 volume changes.

d. Process Block Valve (XV304), (if applicable)

A fail closed safety valve, located downstream of the
moisture separator, eliminates vapors from entering the
system in the event of a safety shut down. Although, an
automatic closing valve, this valve requires the technician
to reset (open) the valve during the heat-up of the
oxidizer. This valve is a component of an upgrade option
and may not be included.

e. High Temperature Dilution Air Valve (TCV600)

An open/closed motor operated butterfly valve utilized to
allow fresh air to the oxidizer below operating temperatures
and in the event of a high temperature shut down. With this
valve open, it insures minimal vacuum to the process prior
to the system establishing operational temperature.

f. Vacuum Relief Valve (PSV305)

Designed, sized, and set to prevent overloading the process
blower(s) (B-1002).

g. Process Blower(s) (B-1002)

Specified and installed by ThermTech to meet customer
requirements.
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h. Recirculation valve (BF-2), (if applicable)

This valve is a manual butterfly valve, which interconnects
the process blower discharge to the inlet.  The valve is a
secondary flow control valve and offers a more refined means
to control flow.

NOTE: The use of the recirculation valve will cause the
temperature of the process gas to rise.  If this
temperature rises above 250°F, damage to the process
blower could occur and may require replacement.  This
replacement should be performed by factory trained
personnel only.

i. Pitot Tube, Thermometer, Magnehelic Gages

Total flow to the oxidizer is measured with the pitot tube
(FE309) and magnehelic (PDI309). The thermometer (TI307)
measures the temperature for compensation in the flow
calculation.  A number of additional magnehelic gages
installed monitor other system pressures, vacuums, or
differential pressures.

j. Sample Ports (BV-4)

There are three (3) sample ports (¼” gage cock) in the
process.  One is located at process blower inlet, one at the
process blower discharge, and one near the process flange.

C. Process Booster Blower System (if applicable)

The operation of the base oxidizer remains the same as previously
described.  The process booster blower system incorporates
additional safety and control features.

1. Right after turning the oxidizer run/low fire switch to run,
close the process manual flow control valve approximately
50% and open the manual dilution air valve approximately
75%.

2. Once at operating temperature, the process blower turns on
and the high temperature/automatic dilution air valve
closes.  Gradually adjust the manual process flow control
valve at the process flange to induce a slight back pressure
on the process.  Insure there is a vacuum in the pipe header
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between the total flow control valve, dilution air valves,
and the process flow control valve.  If there is not a
vacuum, either close the process flow control valve some,
close the manual dilution air valve, and/or open the total
flow control valve until there is a vacuum.

3. Gradually close the manual dilution air valve until the
automatic dilution air valve (TCV400) starts to modulate
while monitoring the pressure to the process and the
temperature on the high temperature limit controller
(TISH504A).  Should the process pressure lower, close the
process valve some.  Excessive amounts of hydrocarbons in
the process will cause an increase in temperature.  Too
excessive will raise the temperature above the set point of
the high temperature limit controller causing a shut down.
The total flow (PDI309) to the oxidizer must not exceed the
capacity of the oxidizer.  Adjust the valves as required.

NOTE: As hydrocarbon concentrations increase in the process,
the temperature will rise and at the set point of the
high temperature limit controller, the system will shut
down and the startup procedure will have to be
repeated.

4. Continue to gradually close the manual dilution air valve.
The set point of the automatic dilution air controller is
approximately 50 degrees below the set point of the high
temperature limit controller.  Once TCV400 starts to
modulate let the oxidizer stand idle for a minute or two to
stabilize.  Continue repeating the above step gradually
closing the manual dilution air valve until TCV400 starts to
modulate and let the system stabilize until the valve is
closed 100%.  If the automatic dilution air valve opens 100%
and the temperature continues to rise, stop closing the
manual dilution air valve or open it some if it is closed.
The goal is to have the manual dilution air valve closed as
much as possible, the automatic dilution air valve
modulating to maintain a temperature above the temperature
controller set point so the burner is operating at low fire
with minimal input/fuel gas consumption, maintain a vacuum
in the header previously mentioned, and a slight back
pressure on the process.

5. Process Booster Blower System components

a. Flow Control Valve (BF-1 or BF-2)
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There are three flow control valves.  These valves are
manual butterfly valves.

Process flow control valve located at the process flange,
controls flow from the process blower.

Manual dilution air valve is plumbed to atmosphere
controlling dilution air into the system and controls the
amount of vacuum applied to the process.

Total flow control valve, located on the inlet side of the
process booster blower controls total flow to the oxidizer
during the heat-up cycle and helps control the vacuum being
applied on the process.

b. High Temperature/Automatic Dilution Air Valve (TCV400)

An automatic modulating valve and actuator utilized to allow
fresh air to the oxidizer below operating temperatures and
in the event of a high temperature shut down.  TCV400 is
also used to control temperature via controlling the flow of
dilution air.  TCV400 modulates via a 4-20mA signal from the
automatic dilution air temperature controller (TIC504B)
measuring temperature at TE504.

c. Process Booster Blower (B-1002)

Specified and installed by ThermTech for the capacity and
pressure requirements of the oxidizer system.

d. Pitot Tube, Thermometer, Magnehelic Gages

Total flow to the oxidizer is measured with the pitot tube
(FE309) and magnehelic (PDI309).  The thermometer (TI307)
measures the temperature for compensation in the flow
calculation.  A magnehelic is installed in the header to
monitor vacuum.  A magnehelic is installed upstream of the
manual process flow control valve to monitor the pressure on
the process.

e. Sample Ports (BV-4)

There are three (3) sample ports (¼” gage cock) in the
process.  One is located at process booster blower inlet,
one at the process booster blower discharge, and one near
the process flange.
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D. Burner Adjustment

Note: Verify the proper fuel gas orifice plate (FE107) is
installed for the selected fuel gas before operating.
Refer to the burner manual, section XIV, for
installation instructions.

1. Combustion Air and Fuel Gas Flow Measurements

a. Combustion air flow through the burner is determined by
measuring the differential pressure (PDI501) across the
metering orifice (FE501) on the burner.  Flow curves
are located on the burner data sheet in section XIV.

b. Fuel gas flow is determined by measuring the
differential pressure (PDI107) across the metering
orifice (FE107) located on the burner.  Flow curves are
located on the burner data sheet in section XIV.

2. Initial Start-up

Turn main power on to the control panel via the system
disconnect.  Reset the emergency stop push button (PB1).
The combustion blower (B-1003) will turn on.  Reset alarms
via the push button (PB2) on the control panel.

a. Close all manual, adjustment, and automatic gas valves.

b. Set the high and low combustion air flow with the
linkage between the actuator & butterfly valve.  TCV202
is the control valve in the combustion air line located
on the discharge of the combustion air blower (B-1003).

Turn the oxidizer run/low fire switch (SS2) to the low
fire.

Insure the actuator has rotated to 100% to counter-
clockwise on 6″ and 8″ valves and clockwise on the 4″
and smaller valves. Position the control arm on the
actuator shaft to the 90° direction (pointing up) and
hand tighten.  Turn SS2 to run.  The actuator will
rotate 90°.  Position the disc in the control valve to
be open 100% (slot in valve shaft is parallel to the
pipe) and install the control arm on the valve shaft on
the same side the actuator arm rotated to.  Position
the arm on the valve pointing to approximately 45
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below the pipe centerline, hand tighten.  Bolt one
swivel to each control arm approximately half way out
away from the valve and actuator shafts.  Slide the
linkage rod through the swivels, hand tighten.  Turn
SS2 to low fire.  The valve and actuator will rotate
back to the 90 position. Adjust the swivel in the
actuator arm slot so the valve is approximately 75%
closed.  Cycle back and forth between run and low fire
a few times to verify positions and to insure there is
no binding of the valve and/or actuator.  Tighten
linkage bolts.

c. Open the manual combustion air valve (BF-4)
approximately 50%.  The valve is located in the
combustion air pipe upstream of the burner.

d. Insure the combustion blower (B-1003) is running.

 * e. Drive the control actuator (TCV202) to high fire (SS2
to run).  Measuring the air flow as detailed in step
1a, adjust BF-4 until 0.2” wc above the required
setting for maximum burner input is measured.  The 0.2”
wc differential compensates for the increased pressure
drop through the burner with a flame lit.

 * f. Drive TCV202 to low fire (SS2 to low fire).  Measuring
combustion air flow as detailed in step 1a, adjust the
swivel location in the slot on the actuator arm of
TCV202 to achieve the required low fire air flow of
0.15” to 0.2” wc.  Slide the linkage up to decrease and
down to increase air flow.  Do not adjust the length of
the rod between the swivels as this will change the
high fire setting.

 * g. Cycle between steps 2e and 2f a few times to insure the
settings are correct.

 * h. Tighten all linkage bolts.

* i. Turn SS2 to run.  Turn the 3-way valve (BV-6) to point
to the tubing which comes from the combustion air pipe.
 Measure the ratio regulator impulse air pressure on
PI109 and record the pressure reading for use in step
2m.  Turn SS2 to low fire and check the pressure on
PI109.  This pressure at low fire should be
approximately 0-2" wc.
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* j. Insure SS2 is in low fire and the manual fuel gas flow
control valve (BF-4) in the gas line upstream of the
burner is 10% to 15% open.

* k. Turn on/off switch (SS1) to on.  After the purge cycle
completes, the flame management will initiate the
ignition sequence to ignite the flame.

* l. Once the low fire flame is established, adjust the fuel
gas flow as low as possible while maintaining a stable
flame, which will re-ignite every time.  Turn the gas
bias adjusting screw on top of the ratio regulator
(FCV108) clockwise to increase the gas flow and
counterclockwise to decrease the gas flow.

* m. Turn the 3-way valve (BV-6) to point to the tubing
which comes from the fuel gas pipe to measure fuel gas
pressure at the inlet to the ratio regulator (FCV108).
 Adjust the fuel gas pressure regulator (PCV102) to the
required inlet pressure.  Refer to the test fire
document in Appendix A for the factory set point. The
fuel gas pressure must be higher than the impulse
pressure for the ratio regulator to work properly.  Too
low of fuel gas pressure will cause the ratio regulator
to stick open.

* n. Turn SS2 to run.  The temperature controller (TIC503A)
incorporates a set point time ramp feature, which
controls the process variable temperature rise from
200°F to 1410°F at a rate of 60F per minute.
Monitoring the process variable and the ramp
temperature (both displayed on TIC503A), the process
variable should not increase very much as the balance
valve BF-4 in the fuel gas line is only 10% open and
not allowing much fuel gas flow. Allow the ramp
temperature to increase to approximately 700F while
the process variable is at a low temperature.  At this
point the temperature control valve TCV202 should have
rotated to high fire and the valve is open 100%.  The
maximum fuel gas flow can now be set.  Refer to the
test fire document in Appendix A for the factory
setting of the fuel gas at high fire.  Loosen the set
screw on BF-4 and adjust the valve until the high fire
fuel gas measurement on PDI107 is reached and tighten
the set screw.

* m. Turn SS2 to low fire.  Allow the temperature to start
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to lower and turn SS2 back to run.  TCV202 should
rotate to high fire.  Measure the combustion air flow
and fuel gas flow to insure the settings are correct.
Repeat the above steps as required.

* o. Turn SS2 to run and let the system rise to operating
temperature.

At various times during the ramp, measure the
combustion air and fuel gas flow rates and compare the
two volumes to insure there at least 10% excess air at
all times.  The flow curves are on the burner data
sheet in section XIV.

* These steps are for adjustments after initial start-up.
Valves may be open so only final adjustments may be
required.

*** Guides - These adjustments are accurate settings with which
the equipment will work very efficiently and safely. Due to
other site specific parameters such as altitude, humidity,
barometric pressure, etc. adjustments may further refine
fuel consumption, flame temperature, etc. to optimize system
operation.

NOTE: THE OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF THE OXIDIZER WITH LOW FIRE
FLAME ESTABLISHED SHOULD BE AS LOW AS POSSIBLE TO
ACHIEVE THE SYSTEM’S BEST TURNDOWN.
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VII Catalyst (if applicable)

A. General Description

The catalyst is an extremely active precious metal catalyst
having a minimum light off temperature of 600°F and a maximum
temperature limit of 1250°F.  Typically, in a field catalytic
oxidizer such as the VAPOR CHECK system, a temperature rise of
approximately 25°F across the catalyst bed will occur for each
1.0% of the hydrocarbon LEL passing through the bed.  For
specific applications, contact ThermTech with the exact chemical
analysis.

The destructive efficiency of the catalyst is directly related to
the catalyst bed temperature, the volume of catalyst, and the
physical condition of the catalyst.  The destructive efficiency
can be improved by either increasing the volume of catalyst or
increasing the catalyst inlet temperature while assuring the exit
temperature does not exceed the upper temperature limit of
operation.

The distinct advantage of catalytic operation is lowered fuel gas
consumption compared to thermal units.  There are inherent
disadvantages also. Catalysts of all types are poisoned by lead,
sulfur, chlorinated hydrocarbons, silicon, and phosphorus
containing compounds.  The result of this deactivation is a
reduction in destruction efficiency.  Trace amounts of these
compounds may not lower the catalyst activity and/or decrease
life expectancy, but appreciable quantities will and must be
removed from the process.  In addition to the compounds
mentioned, any particulate matter may cover or mask the catalyst
surface, there by reducing catalyst activity.  Check with the
factory for written recommendations specifically addressing the
process.

B. Catalyst Inspection

The catalyst module(s) and tray(s) must be inspected to insure
damage has not occurred during transportation and handling.
Inspect the catalyst for any physical damage.  Damage will be
seen as an abnormality in the catalyst surface, such as
scratches, dings, or nicks on the outside of the catalyst
module(s).  These damages should be noted on the receiving slip
to insure liability for restoration with the proper party.  A
good practice is receive the catalyst "OK pending further
inspection".
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C. Conversion from Thermal to Catalytic Operation

Locate the catalyst tray(s) with catalyst module(s) shipped with
the unit in a separate box.  Review each tray to insure the
catalyst module is secure in the tray and there is a tight seal
between the tray and block.

The oxidizer must cool down to ambient temperature before
removing the access door on the snub stack.  Once the access door
is removed, locate the seams in the ceramic fiber on each side of
the stack.  There are steel guides welded on the stack walls at
these seams for the trays to rest on.

Two catalyst guides/shoehorns are included to aide in the
installation of the catalyst trays.  Place the guides against the
insulation on each side and slide the catalyst tray(s) into the
stack until they are tight to the back wall.  Remove the guides
on each side.

Inspect the ceramic fiber against the trays to insure there are
no gaps to allow the heat to reach the steel of the stack.
Remove the old RTV sealant from the access door and frame.  Apply
a new ¼″ bead of RTV sealant and re-install the access door.  The
ceramic fiber anchored to the door must fit tight to the catalyst
tray(s) to maintain the seal at the perimeter of the tray.

The start up sequence of catalytic operation stays the same as
for the thermal mode.  The main difference is the temperature set
points.  There are 3 to 4 set points required to be reset by
factory trained personnel.

1. TIC503A set point 2 (2.sp parameter) from 1410°F to 600°F.
2. TIC503A Alarm 2 (A2) set point from 1400°F to 550°F.
3. TISH504A set point from 1500°F to 1250°F.
4. TIC504B (if applicable) set point from 1475°F to 1200°F.

With the set points adjusted, start the system.  Once at
operating temperature, gradually open the process flow control
valve.  A LEL monitor and/or a FID unit may be connected to the
system, process piping and stack, sampling the gases to insure
proper destructive efficiency.

A simplified method to determine proper destructive efficiency is
to measure the LEL of the incoming process and the temperature
rise across the catalyst bed and compare the measurements.  Every
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1.0% LEL will cause an approximate 25°F gradient temperature rise
across the catalyst bed.  Example, 10% LEL x 25°F equals 250°F,
therefore 600°F should be measured at the catalyst bed inlet and
850°F at the outlet.  Should the temperature gradient not be
present, something may be wrong.  Insure the LEL monitor is
operating correctly, check the effluent gas stream with a FID
(insure correct zero and calibration) for proper destructive
efficiency.  The simplified method is an approximate measurement.
 For accurate destruction efficiency results, bag samples must be
taken to a lab for complete analysis.

Minimum effluent temperature from the catalyst bed should be
750°F.  Adjust the inlet temperature accordingly.

To revert back to thermal operation, the above set points must be
reset back to thermal mode set points by factory trained
personnel.  The catalyst tray(s) and modules(s) must be removed.
 Before removing the access door, cool the oxidizer down to
ambient temperature.  Remove the trays and inspect the ceramic
fiber at the seams to insure there is a tight seal to eliminate
heat reaching to the outside steel.

Field retrofits are available for all pre-engineered systems.
Contact ThermTech, Inc. for details.

D. Catalyst Maintenance

Periodically inspect the catalyst.  Perform the destructive
efficiency tests described above.  If the tests prove problems
may exist, contact the factory for regeneration procedures.  If
problems still exist, contact factory for more extensive
regeneration procedures.  After several regenerations or shorter
intervals between regenerations, the catalyst will need to be
replaced.

The pressure differential switch (PDSH507) must be checked
monthly for proper operation.  The delta-p switch required by
NFPA will shut down the system should the pressure drop increase
and exceed the set point to due to blocking or masking of the
catalyst module(s).  Refer to the Safety Shut Downs, section X,
for more details.
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VIII Heat Exchanger (if applicable)

A. General Description

The heat exchanger is utilized to recover heat from the exhaust
flue gas to preheat the process to conserve fuel gas costs on the
initial system preheat and during decreasing hydrocarbon
concentrations.  The ThermTech, Inc. standard heat exchanger will
preheat the process to approximately 650°F, a 48% effective
recovery, for thermal operation.  Catalytic operation will have
approximately a 40% effective recovery.

The heat exchanger is a tube and shell design constructed of 304
stainless steel, all welded and pressure tested to insure no
cross contamination.

B. Maintenance

The heat exchanger is a high quality, static device with no
moving parts.  There are no user serviceable parts inside.
Periodic visual inspection of the tubes and welds are
recommended.

C. Heat Up Notes

All heat exchangers have a maximum heat up rate, as well as a
maximum continuous operating temperature, a ThermTech, Inc. heat
exchanger is no different.  This heat up rate is 200°F - 1410°F
for 20 minutes for thermal operation and is controlled
automatically by the pre-programmed set point ramp in the
temperature controller (TIC503A).  The maximum continuous
operating temperature is 1500°F.

Upon conversion of the ThermTech unit to catalytic operation, the
final set point on the temperature controller (TIC503A) is 600°F
instead of 1410°F.  In the catalytic mode of operation, the
operator is in control of the systems ramping rate with the
manual dilution air valve and process flow control valve.

A ThermTech vapor extraction system is ideally suited to control
the ramp/soak requirement.  At the start of catalytic operation,
insure the manual process flow control valve is closed and the
manual dilution air valve is open.  After the high temperature
dilution valve closes allowing a vacuum to be applied to the
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process, gradually open the manual process flow control valve in
small increments and wait at least one (1) minute before opening
the valve more.  This minute is to allow the system time to
react.  This reaction will be a temperature increase at the
catalyst bed outlet and indicated on the high temperature limit
controller (TISH504A).  Gradually open the manual process flow
control valve until completely open, then using the same
procedure, gradually, very gradually, close the manual dilution
air valve.  This procedure allows higher vacuum levels and flow
from the process and the potential of higher hydrocarbon
concentrations being supplied to the system. The greater
concentrations, the larger the temperature difference across the
catalyst bed, and the higher the temperature seen by the heat
exchanger.

The ultimate goal is to limit the temperatures seen by the heat
exchanger to those temperatures shown in the ramp/soak chart
below.

Step Temperature (deg F) Ramp Rate (min) Soak Time (min)
 1 0-700 5 5
 2 700-800 1.6 2
 3 800-900 1.6 2
 4 900-1000 1.6 2
 5 1000-1100 1.6 2
 5 1100-1225 2 Final Set point

These instructions have been clarified as to insure maximum life
and protection of the heat exchanger and its warranty.

If any questions should arise during installation or operation,
do not hesitate to contact ThermTech service department at
(281)359-7542.
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IX Maintenance and Trouble Shooting

A. Maintenance

A scheduled maintenance program should be established based upon
the site and process conditions.  Operation frequency and
duration, process contaminants and quantity of particulate
matter, and elements of nature are conditions to determine
maintenance frequency.  The following table is a suggested time
table for maintenance, this table should be used as a guideline.

Monthly
- Inspect all connections for tightness and leaks.
- Inspect all filter elements and if required clean or

replace.
- Remove pressure switch PSL201 and PSL310 sensing lines

to insure pressure switches are operational.
- Simulate or induce system failures to insure proper and

safe operation.
- Remove flame arrestor drain plugs and drain any

liquids.  Liquid may be considered a hazardous waste,
dispose of properly.

- Remove and inspect catalyst (if applicable) for
masking.  Refer to catalyst manual for cleaning
instructions.

- Inspect the flame monitoring device(s) and maintain
with manufacturers instructions.

Semi annually
- Check and/or replace grease and/or oil in process

blower(s) and grease motors and bearing pillow blocks
at required time intervals, refer to manufacturers
instructions.

- Oil the linkage swivels of any electrically or
pneumatically controlled valve.

- Grease all valve which require greasing, i.e. 6" and 8"
butterfly valve of TCV202.

Annually
- Inspect the ceramic fiber insulation for tearing,

shrinking or any sign of movement.  Replace damaged
areas as required.

- Visually inspect heat exchanger tube and welds.
General continual

- Keep skid clean of debris.
- Paint on the unit should be kept up to prevent the

obvious hazard of rust.
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Preventative maintenance is important, but minimal.  It must be
understood that if obvious problems do occur, they are handled in
a timely fashion, so as to get the best performance and life
possible from the system.

B. Trouble Shooting

CAUTION: There is hazardous voltage in the system.  Voltage
testing should be done only by qualified persons.

NOTE: To test the operation of the pilot lights (except power
on (PL1)), turn disconnect on and reset emergency stop
push button and depress the lamp test push button (PB3)
on the front of the control panel.

1. Power On pilot light (PL1/JAH500) is not lit:

a. Insure disconnect switch is on
b. Verify power to the disconnect
c. Verify fuses are not blown in disconnect and at XFMR #1

primary and secondary
d. Verify pilot light bulb (PL1) is operational and

replace if necessary

2. Combustion Air Blower Running pilot light (PL2/JAH1003) is
not lit

- Combustion blower not running:

a. Verify power to C1 contactor
b. Verify fuses are not blown
c. Verify emergency stop button (PB1) is reset
d. Verify 120VAC to C1 coil

- 120VAC and contactor does not "pull in" replace
coil

- 0VAC, go to step e

e. Verify 120VAC to C1 overload contact

- 120VAC, reset overload
- 0VAC, go to step f

f. Check for a system shutdown, if so T3 may be energized
and timed out, refer to section X and reset alarms
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- Combustion blower running:

a. Replace pilot light bulb (PL2)

3. Oxidizer On Pilot light (PL9/JAH502) is not lit

a. System has shut down due to a failure, check for
failure lights

b. Insure oxidizer on/off switch (SS1) is on

4. Power Interruption

Loss of or a voltage drop of supply power will cause
numerous faults to be indicated.  Refer to section X, Safety
Shut Downs.

5. Fuel gas shutoff valves (XV104/105) will not energize (open)

a. Insure Oxidizer run/low fire switch (SS2) is in the low
fire

In low fire the burner at low fire pilot light
(PL8/ZAL202) should be illuminated, the actuator
(TCV202) should be in low fire position (closed), and
R1 relay should be energized.  If PL8 is not on and R1
is not energized but TCV202 is in the low fire position
insure limit switch ZSL202 in TCV202 is closing in low
fire.

For the following tests, voltage will only be present from
the time the unit finishes the 1.5 minute purge cycle until
it shuts down on flame failure and control fault.

b. Verify 120VAC to coil(s)

- 120VAC, replace coil(s)
- 0VAC, go to step c

c. Verify 120VAC from flame safeguard relay BY502

- 120VAC, possible defective R1 relay,
- 0VAC, replace BY502 consult factory

6. Fuel gas shutoff valves (XV104/105) energize (open) but
flame does not light (Results in Flame Failure and Control
Fault)
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a. Verify all manual valves in the fuel gas train are open
b. Verify 120VAC to ignition transformer

Voltage will only be present from the time the unit
finishes the 1.5 minute purge cycle until it shuts down
on flame failure and control fault.

- 120VAC, replace ignition transformer, spark plug
or spark plug wire, consult factory

- 0VAC, replace BY502, consult factory

7. Fuel gas shutoff valves (XV104/105) energize (open), flame
lights (as verified through burner sight glass) but system
shuts down on Flame Failure & Control Fault

a. Remove UV scanner (BE502) and check lens for damage.
Clean UV scanner lens and reinstall

b. Insure there is good contact between terminal blocks S1
and S2 and their respective wires going to the UV
scanner

c. Remove UV scanner from burner, turn power on and turn
oxidizer on, SS1.  Put a flame source in front of the
UV scanner and view the flame intensity meter (BI502).

- Flame intensity meter (BI502) displays a DC
voltage, replace flame safeguard relay (BY502),
consult factory

- Flame intensity meter (BI502) displays no DC
voltage, replace UV scanner (BE502), consult
factory

8. Process (booster) blower will not turn on

a. Verify power to contactor
b. Verify overload is not tripped
c. Verify fuses are not blown
d. Insure alarm #1 (TSH1503A) set point in temperature

controller (TIC503A) is 140F and R2 is energized when
TSH1503A is energized

e. Verify 120VAC to contactor coil

- 120VAC and starter does not "pull in" replace coil
- 0VAC, go to step f

f. Verify 120VAC to overload contact

- 120VAC, reset overload
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- 0VAC, motor winding temperature switch (TSH1002)
if applicable may be open, let motor cool off or
have it checked by an authorized motor repair shop

g. Verify R2 is energizing when TSH1503A energizes

9. High Temperature Dilution Air Valve (TCV600) fails to
operate

a. Verify alarm #2 (TSH2503A) set point in TIC503A is
correct

Thermal - 1400 F
Catalytic - 550 F

b. Insure actuator manual override of TCV600 actuator is
disengaged

c. Insure system is not in a high temperature shutdown
condition - TCV600 would be open

d. Verify 120VAC to TCV600

- 120VAC should be on terminal block 24 if the
system is at operating temperature and above
TSH2503A set point, TCV600 should be closed.

- 120VAC should be on terminal block 41 if the
system is below operating temperature and below
TSH2503A set point, TCV600 should be open

e. If you cycle the system above and below TSH2503A set
point and get the above voltages, the problem may be at
TCV600 actuator.  Remove the actuator cover and verify
the above voltages at the corresponding wire numbers.
This will eliminate or prove a possible loose
connection problem.

- Voltages are correct, replace TCV600 consult
factory

f. If the 120VAC does not switch from terminal block 41 to
terminal block 24, as the system reaches TSH2503A set
point, verify the system has not shut down on a high
temperature shut down.  Refer to section X.

10. Process line block valve (XV304) will not reset/open

See step 8 above, XV304 coil is energized parallel to XV104
coil
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11. System shuts down on control fault only (no other fault
lights)

System has shutdown either on air failure or flame failure
as indicated on BY502.  It is necessary to open the panel
(without turning off power) to see which LED is lit on the
flame safeguard relay (BY502).

- Air Failure will result from:
- Combustion blower failure
- Process blower failure
- High liquid level in KO pot (if applicable)
- High differential pressure across the catalyst bed

(if applicable)
- Interlocks from other equipment connected to the

J1 terminal blocks (Note 4 on control schematics)

Process blower failure and high liquid level will
have an associated external fault light.  High
delta-p across catalyst will be indicated a
process blower failure.

- Flame failure will result from either a loss of flame
or flame signal, refer to step 5, 6, and 7

12. Combustion air blower failure

- blower not running

a. see step 2

- blower running

a. Verify flow and pressure
b. Verify PSL201 is operating properly and set point is

correct
c. Verify the inlet filter element is clean, clean or

replace as required

13. Flame failure

Refer to Steps 5, 6, and 7

14. Process blower failure

- blower running
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a. Verify PSL310 and PDSH507 are operating properly and
set points are correct

b. Verify all manual valves are in the correct position.
c. Verify all automatic valves are in the correct

position.

- TCV600 and XV304

d. Verify process flow to the oxidizer
e. Check for an abnormal pressure/vacuum at blower

- Extremely high pressure would indicate a blockage
at the flame arrestor and/or catalyst (if
applicable), measure the differential pressures
and if high remove and clean respective component.

- Extremely high vacuum would indicate a blockage on
the vacuum side of the blower.
- Check for a high reading on the Knockout Pot

 P magnehelic (PDI301) which would indicate
the K.O. pot demister pad is plugging.
- remove clean or replace the demister pad

- blower not running

Refer to step 8

15. High/Low Fuel Gas Pressure pilot light (PL11/PAHL106) is lit
(control fault also indicated)

a. Verify fuel gas supply pressure is correct
b. Verify all manual valves are open
c. Verify set point of main gas pressure regulator

(PCV102) is correct, check for damaged diaphragm
d. Verify set point of fuel gas pressure switches (PSL103

and PSH106) are correct
- if correct, replace switch

16. Oxidizer High Temperature shutdown pilot light (PL5/TAH504A)
is lit (control fault also indicated)

Should the system shut down due to high temperature limits
being reached, the operator must, without fail, check the
VOC levels of the burner chamber of the oxidizer to insure
that an explosive situation does not exist.  The burner
chamber can be checked by removing the manway to access the
vapors possibly resident in the chamber.  The vapor levels
in the chamber can be tested with an LEL monitor and there
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should be no recordable hydrocarbons at this point as the
unit is designed to have purged after shut down.  Should a
measurable level be indicated, liquid hydrocarbon has
reached the burner chamber and may have saturated the
ceramic fiber insulation.  An explosive situation exists and
must be rectified.  Contact ThermTech for instructions
before proceeding.

a. Verify temperature display on oxidizer high temperature
limit controller (TISH504A) is same as or close to the
temperature displayed on TIC503A

- temperatures displayed on controllers are not the same
or close (within approximately 2% of each other)
- verify thermocouple wire connections are tight

between thermocouples and respective controller
- if connections are tight, calibrate

thermocouple(s) or replace thermocouple(s)
- temperature display on TISH504A is approximately 2400F

or ‘bout’, replace thermocouple TE504A

17. Improper or fluctuating DRE of process gas

a. Verify settings of burner system (fuel train and
combustion air) are correct to achieve complete
combustion of purchased fuel

- Verify combustion air blower inlet filter element
is clean, replace if needed

b. Verify there is sufficient oxygen in the process
c. Verify samples were taken properly (i.e.  clean tubing,

sample transported to lab correctly, etc.)
d. Verify process flow rate is not exceeding system design

SCFM capacity
e. Remove and inspect catalyst (if applicable) for

masking.  Refer to catalyst manual for cleaning and
testing instructions.

18. System will not reach operating temperature

a. Verify burner system settings (fuel gas and combustion
air) are correct, verify filter elements are clean

b. Verify process flow rate is not exceeding system design
SCFM rating

19. High differential pressure across catalyst bed.  Results in
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a process blower failure indication (step 15).

a. Remove the catalyst tray(s), check for damage.  Clean
or replace as required and reinstall.
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X Safety Shut Downs

Danger: Do not bypass any safety controls and instruments.  You
risk damage to personnel and equipment.

The oxidizer system design is to shut down for any of the
following reasons:

Set point
1. High Fuel Gas pressure PSH106 ( 28" wc)
2. Low Fuel Gas Pressure PSL103 (10 to 14″ wc)
3. Loss of flame/no ignition BE502
4. Process blower failure PSL310 (~0.3″ wc)
5. Oxidizer high temperature TISH504A (1500F)
6. Combustion air failure PSL201 (10 to 15″ wc)
7. High Level liquid LSHH303 (> 11 gal)
8. High delta-p across catalyst PDSH507 (> 10" wc)

Refer to the test fire documentation in Appendix A to verify
pressure switch set points.

The above safety shut downs except for oxidizer high temperature
will shut off the burner system immediately and open the high
temperature dilution air valve as the temperature lowers below
the alarm 2 set point of the temperature controller.  The
oxidizer high temperature safety shut down will cause the burner
to shut off immediately and the high temperature dilution air
valve will open immediately. The process blower and combustion
air blower will continue to run in a post purge/cool down cycle.

Should the system shutdown, the unit will not restart a manual
restart must be initiated by the operator.

Should the system shut down due to high temperature limits being
reached, the operator must check the VOC levels of the burner
chamber of the oxidizer to insure that an explosive situation
does not exist.  The burner chamber can be checked by removing
the manway after it has cool down to ambient temperature to
access the vapors possibly resident in the chamber.  The vapor
levels in the chamber can be tested with an LEL monitor and there
should be no recordable hydrocarbons at this point as the unit is
designed to have purged after shut down.  Should a measurable
level be indicated, liquid hydrocarbon has reached the burner
chamber and may have saturated the ceramic fiber insulation.  An
explosive situation exists and must be rectified.  Contact
ThermTech for instructions before proceeding.

There are thirteen (13) operational/fault pilot lights on the
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control panel labeled as follows:

1. Power On
2. Combustion Air Blower Running
3. Oxidizer On
4. Burner at Low Fire
5. Fuel Gas Valves Open
6. Control Fault
7. Oxidizer High Temperature
8. High/Low Fuel Gas Pressure
9. Process Blower Running
10. Process Blower Failure
11. High Temperature Dilution Air Valve Open
12. High Temperature Dilution Air Valve Closed
13. High Liquid Level (if applicable)

The DC voltmeter indicates burner (flame) intensity thereby
eliminating the need for the operator to use the observation port
to insure the pilot or burner flame is ignited.

The operation of the lights can be tested by turning the
disconnect on, reset the emergency stop push button (PB1) and
depress the lamp test push button (PB3) located on the front of
control panel.

The pilot lights keep the operator aware of system status and
should system safety shut down occur, there will be an indication
to the cause of the shutdown.
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XI Equipment and Instrument List
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XII Drawings

Process and Instrumentation Diagram
Electrical
System General Arrangement
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XIII Spare Parts

Spare parts should kept be on hand if maximum up time is
required. Most replacement parts can be located and delivered
within seven (7) days, or sooner if required.  Contact ThermTech,
Inc. service at (281)359-7542 for a recommended spare parts list
and prices.
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XIV Component Manuals



Appendix A

Inspection and Test Documentation



Appendix B

Warranty

ThermTech, Inc. Equipment Warranty

ThermTech will warrant its equipment to be free of defects in
material and workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the
date of shipment.  With regard to components ThermTech, Inc. has
purchased and installed on the equipment, that components
manufacturers expressed warranty will apply.  Freight charges,
duties, taxes are the customers responsibility and will not be
prepaid by ThermTech, Inc..

The equipment warranty is considered null and void if the
equipment is operated beyond the design limitations and/or is
modified in any way without written consent of ThermTech, Inc..

8/22/96
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Metric Conversion Chart

MULTIPLY BY TO OBTAIN
SCFM  0.02832 m3/min
ft/sec  0.3048 m/sec
inches of water column  2.54 cm of water column
inches of water column 25.4 mm of water column
inches of water column  2.49 millibars
inches of water column  1.8668 mm of Hg
horsepower  0.746 kilowatts
inches  2.54 cm
inches 25.4 mm
feet  0.3048 m
ft3 28,317 cm3

ft3  0.02832 m3

pounds  0.45359 kg
PSI  0.0703 kg/cm2

C 9/5C + 32 F
F 5/9(F - 32) C
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Material Safety Data Sheets


